**GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS**

**A. 090 REQUIREMENTS** (all) *Note: Exemption rules may apply*
- ENG-0090 Basic Writing Skills -- waived with engcmp tr--
- MA-0090 Basic Algebra -- waived w/math tr--

**B. FOUNDATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE - 12 SH**
- COM-1101 Oral Communication SPK-110
- Written Communication (6SH) ENG-110
- First Year Seminar -- waived w/24 tr cr--

**C. APPROACHES TO KNOWLEDGE – 18-20 SH**
- Humanities (6SH) HIS-130 or 131*
- Natural and Physical Sciences (3-4SH)
  - *must have a laboratory component *See Gen Ed Chart
- Social Science and Behavioral Sciences (6SH)
  - *courses must have a different prefix *See Gen Ed Chart
  - Mathematics (3-4SH) MAT-124*

**D. UNITY & DIVERSITY OF HUMANITY – 12 SH**
- Global Perspectives (6SH) HIS-100*
  - *See Gen Ed Chart
  - Option 1: Language other than Eng. must be two consecutive courses of the same language
  - Option 2: Western and Non-Western Global Cultures courses must have a different prefix
  - 2 of 3 Themes (6 credits from two strands) *See Gen Ed Chart
  - 1. Ethics & Civic Responsibility *See Gen Ed Chart
  - 2. Sustainability
  - 3. Arts and Human Experience

**E. GENERAL EDUCATION ELECTIVES** (9 upper division credits)
- ENG-3313
- ENG-111

*or another course from the Gen Ed Chart

**MAJOR REQUIREMENTS - 55 credits**

**Major I – Criminal Justice Admin**
- CJA-1100 Intro to Admin of CJA CRJ-111
- CJA-2200 Survey of Policing 3_____
- CJA-2201 Survey of Corrections CRJ-105
- CJA-3276 Criminology 3______ UD
- CJA-3324 Jud Crim Process 3______ UD
- CJA-3395 Delinquency & the CJ System 3______ UD
- CJA-4490 Senior Seminar 3______ UD

**Major II – Choose CJA-33354 or CJA-3355_________ UD**

**Major III**
- PSC-____________________ POS-201 or 204*
- PSY-110 PSY-110*
- SOC-____________________ SOC-110 or 111*

**Major IV – CJA Electives (21 credits)**
- The following courses may be used as CJA electives: CRJ-115, CRJ-125, CRJ-205, CRJ-212, CRJ-215, CRJ-216, CRJ-235, CRJ-240
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- 50% of major credits must be completed at Mansfield University

**FREE ELECTIVES:**
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________

A maximum of 67 credits are transferable from two-year institutions
25% of overall degree credits must be completed at Mansfield University

*This is an unofficial evaluation of transfer credits. Degree requirements are subject to change without written notice.

Date of Form Revised: 7/10/12  Fall 2012